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Tracking the mot influential voice online i critical to preading information on the we. Whether
it’ for marketing a product, promoting a candidate, or haring knowledge aout health, man
organization are tring to locate the igget influencer and leverage their online ullhorn.
Finding thoe individual i not alwa traightforward, however, and need tud. Now, new work
from Adoe Reearch offer a promiing mean to empower computer to find influencer on
their own—uing ophiticated method in machine learning.
Zheng Wen and ranilav Kveton, oth enior reearch cientit at Adoe Reearch, partnered
with Michal Valko at France’ INRIA and haran Vawani at the Univerit of ritih Columia to
develop thi novel approach. The pulihed their finding at Decemer’ Conference on Neural
Information Proceing tem (NIP) in Online Influence Maximization under Independent
Cacade Model with emi-andit Feedack.

The reearcher egan  creating an artificial ocial network aed on real-world data, including
friendhip, like, and follower, and the then deploed a new learning algorithm the had
developed to figure out who influenced whom—tarting from cratch.
Part of what make thi work o groundreaking i that it doen’t let the pat dictate the future.
Intead of reling on old, poil tale data to inform their algorithm, the reearcher uilt an
active learning algorithm that explore on it own and gather new data a it interact with the
ocial network. That wa, it improve over time. That fundamental hift ha led to much more
impreive reult, a Kveton.
“In traditional machine learning, the prolem wa that pat data i not repreentative of the future.
Now, we have computer and tem that interact with people in the preent, and that can
activel learn,” he explain. The algorithm i alo ale to adapt eamlel from exploring the
network for learning purpoe to uing that knowledge to pread influential information rapidl.
The tem did well in identifing influencer on it own while gaining feedack from the network
in real time. In an experiment on a Faceook unetwork, the team’ algorithm learned to locate
and tap into ocial media influencer ver effectivel. Their approach influenced 50 percent more
uer than the et competing tate-of-the-art aeline.
The reearcher implified their model to promote fater learning. ut thi approach i ultimatel
calale to real-world ocial network, the a.
Thi kind of active learning algorithm—where the tem collect it own data and improve it
model—could alo have an important impact on man other effort in marketing and
communication. Viral marketing, for intance, i one of the mot efficient wa to pread the
word aout a product or ervice. The influencer identified  thi algorithm could e tapped to
launch a trend virall. omeda, thi experimental work could offer a major oot to thoe tring
to get the word out online.
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